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I ′-CURVATURES IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS AND THE
HIRACHI CONJECTURE
JEFFREY S. CASE AND YUYA TAKEUCHI
Abstract. We construct higher-dimensional analogues of the I′-curvature of
Case and Gover in all CR dimensions n ≥ 2. Our I′-curvatures all transform
by a first-order linear differential operator under a change of contact form and
their total integrals are independent of the choice of pseudo-Einstein contact
form on a closed CR manifold. We exhibit examples where these total in-
tegrals depend on the choice of general contact form, and thereby produce
counterexamples to the Hirachi conjecture in all CR dimensions n ≥ 2.
1. Introduction
The Q′-curvature of a pseudo-Einstein manifold [10, 18] has many formal simi-
larities to the (critical) Q-curvature in conformal geometry [5]. These similarities
begin with how the Q′- and Q-curvatures transform under a conformal rescaling of
the contact form and the metric, respectively. If θ and θ̂ = eΥθ are pseudo-Einstein
contact forms on a (2n+ 1)-dimensional CR manifold, then
(1.1) e(n+1)ΥQ̂′ = Q′ + P ′(Υ) +
1
2
P (Υ2) ≡ Q′ + P ′(Υ) mod P⊥,
where P ′ is the P ′-operator [10, 18], P is the (critical) CR GJMS operator [14], and
P⊥ is the L2-orthogonal complement to the space P of CR pluriharmonic functions.
Similarly, if g and ĝ = e2Υg are Riemannian metrics on a 2n-dimensional manifold,
then
(1.2) e2nΥQ̂ = Q+ P (Υ),
where P is the (critical) GJMS operator [16]. Importantly, the operators appearing
in Equations (1.1) and (1.2) are formally self-adjoint and annihilate constants. In
particular, the total Q′-curvature is a global secondary CR invariant — that is, it
is independent of the choice of pseudo-Einstein contact form, if one exists, on a
closed CR manifold — and the total Q-curvature is a global conformal invariant.
Moreover, explicit formulae for the Q′-curvature of the round CR sphere [9, 30]
and the Q-curvature of the round sphere [5] imply that these global invariants are
nontrivial.
For (2n + 1)-dimensional CR manifolds which can be realized as the boundary
of a bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain in Cn+1, the total Q′-curvature is a
global biholomorphic invariant of the domain. The Burns–Epstein invariant [7, 8]
is also a global biholomorphic invariant of such a domain. Marugame [24] gave an
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alternative realization of the Burns–Epstein invariant as the boundary term in a
Gauss–Bonnet–Chern formula for the domain. When n = 1, the total Q′-curvature
agrees, up to a multiplicative constant, with the Burns–Epstein invariant [10, 18].
When n = 2, the total Q′-curvature and the Burns–Epstein invariant are linearly
independent, but an explicit relationship in terms of global secondary CR invariants
is known [9, 19].
The analogue of the above paragraph in conformal geometry is the relationship
between the total Q-curvature and the Euler characteristic. It is well-known that
the Gauss–Bonnet formula identifies the Euler characteristic of a closed surface with
the total Q-curvature, up to multiplicative constant. The Gauss–Bonnet–Chern
formula in dimension four gives an explicit identity relating the Euler characteris-
tic, the total Q-curvature, and the L2-norm of the Weyl tensor [6]. Similarly, the
Gauss–Bonnet–Chern formula in dimension six gives an explicit identity relating
the Euler characteristic, the total Q-curvature, and total integrals of local confor-
mal invariants [15]. More generally, Alexakis [1] proved that if I is any natural
Riemannian scalar invariant whose total integral is a conformal invariant on any
closed 2n-dimensional manifold, then there is a constant c ∈ R such that
I = cQ+ (local conformal invariant) + (divergence).
Together with the close relationship between the Q′- and Q-curvatures, Alexakis’
result motivated Hirachi [18] to pose the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1.1 (Hirachi conjecture). Let I be a natural pseudohermitian scalar
invariant whose total integral is a secondary CR invariant. Then there is a constant
c ∈ R such that
(1.3) I = cQ′ + (local CR invariant) + (divergence).
Conjecture 1.1 is true [18] in CR dimension n = 1; i.e. if I is a natural pseu-
dohermitian scalar invariant whose total integral is a secondary CR invariant on
all closed CR three-manifolds, then I is of the form of Equation (1.3). However,
Conjecture 1.1 is false [9, 26] in CR dimension n = 2. The purpose of this article is
to show that it is false in all CR dimensions n ≥ 2 by producing a large collection
of counterexamples. To motivate our results, we first describe in more detail what
is known when n = 2.
Let (M5, T 1,0, θ) be a pseudohermitian manifold of CR dimension n = 2. Case
and Gover [9] studied two invariants. First, they proved that
Xα := −iSαβ¯γσ¯V β¯γσ¯ +
1
4
∇α|Sγσ¯δρ¯|2
is a CR invariant (1, 0)-form of weight −2, where Sαβ¯γσ¯ is the Chern tensor and,
in general CR dimension n,
Vαβ¯γ :=
i
n
∇σ¯Sαβ¯γσ¯.
Case and Gover further showed that if (M5, T 1,0) admits a pseudo-Einstein contact
form, then [ξ] = 4π2c2(T
1,0), where
ξ := 2ReXαθ ∧ θα ∧ dθ.
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By observing [9, 31] that c2(T
1,0) = 0 in H4(M ;R), they conclude that Re∇αXα
is orthogonal to P . Second, they proved that the I ′-curvature,
I ′ := −1
8
∆b|Sαβ¯γσ¯|2 + |Vαβ¯γ |2 +
1
2
P |Sαβ¯γσ¯|2,
where P := 12(n+1)R is a constant multiple of the pseudohermitian scalar curvature,
is such that
e3ΥÎ ′ = I ′ + 2ReXαΥα
for any θ̂ = eΥθ, where Î ′ is defined in terms of θ̂. These facts imply that the
total I ′-curvature is a global secondary CR invariant; in fact, the Burns–Epstein
invariant is a linear combination of the total Q′- and I ′-curvatures [9]. By com-
puting on nonspherical real ellipsoids, Reiter and Son [26] then showed that the
I ′-curvature is not a linear combination of a local CR invariant and a divergence,
thereby disproving Conjecture 1.1 in CR dimension two.
In this article we construct analogues of Xα and I ′ in all CR dimensions n ≥ 2.
To that end, let δβ1···βnα1···αn denote the generalized Kronecker delta and let Φ
β1···βn
α1···αn be
an invariant polynomial of degree n; in particular,
Φ
βσ(1)···βσ(n)
ασ(1)···ασ(n) = Φ
β1···βn
α1···αn
for all elements σ ∈ Sn of the symmetric group on n elements. Define
(1.4) XΦα := i(SΦ)αβµνVβµν −
1
n2
∇αcΦ(S),
where
(SΦ)αβµν := δββ2···βnαα2···αnΦνν2···νnµµ2···µnSβ2α2ν2µ2 · · ·Sβnαnνnµn ,(1.5)
cΦ(S) := (S
Φ)α
β
µ
νSβ
α
ν
µ.(1.6)
Taking Φβ1β2α1α2 = δ
β2
α1δ
β1
α2 recovers the definitions of Case and Gover [9].
Our first result is that XΦα is CR invariant:
Theorem 1.2. Let (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) be a pseudoherimitian manifold, let Φ be an
invariant polynomial of degree n, and let XΦα be given by Equation (1.4). Then X
Φ
α
is a CR invariant (1, 0)-form of weight −n; i.e.
enΥX̂Φα = X
Φ
α
for all θ̂ = eΥθ, where X̂Φα is defined in terms of θ̂. In particular, Re∇αXΦα is a
local CR invariant of weight −n− 1.
This follows by a direct computation using the CR invariance of the Chern tensor
and the simple transformation formula for Vαβ¯γ ; see Section 4 for details.
Now define the I ′Φ-curvature of (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) by
(1.7) I ′Φ :=
1
n3
∆bcΦ(S)− 2
n2
PcΦ(S)
+ (T Φ)αβµ1ν1µ2ν2 ((n− 1)Vβµ1ν1V αν2µ2 − Sβαν1µ1Uν2µ2)
where (T Φ)
α
β
µ1
ν1
µ2
ν2 := δββ3···βnαα3···αnΦ
ν1···νn
µ1···µnSβ3
α3
ν3
µ3 · · ·Sβnαnνnµn
and Uαβ¯ is related to ∇γVαβ¯γ ; see Section 2 for the precise definition. Our second
result is that the transformation formula for I ′Φ is given by the first-order linear
differential operator ReXΦα∇α.
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Theorem 1.3. Let (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) be a pseudohermitian manifold, let Φ be an
invariant polynomial of degree n, and let I ′Φ be given by Equation (1.7). For any
Υ ∈ C∞(M), it holds that
(1.8) e(n+1)ΥÎ ′Φ = Î ′Φ + 2ReXΦαΥα,
where Î ′Φ is defined by θ̂ := eΥθ and XΦα is given by Equation (1.4).
This follows by a direct computation using the CR invariance of the Chern tensor
and the simple transformation formulae for Vαβ¯γ and Uαβ¯ ; see Section 4 for details.
Our third result is that the total I ′Φ-curvature is a secondary CR invariant.
Theorem 1.4. Let (M2n+1, T 1,0) be a closed CR manifold which admits a pseudo-
Einstein contact form θ and let Φ be an invariant polynomial of degree n. If θ̂ is
also a pseudo-Einstein contact form, then∫
M
Î ′Φ θ̂ ∧ dθ̂n =
∫
M
I ′Φ θ ∧ dθn.
Recall that if θ is pseudo-Einstein, then eΥθ is pseudo-Einstein if and only if Υ
is a CR pluriharmonic function [22]. Thus Theorem 1.4 is equivalent to the claim
that Re
∫
XΦαΥ
α = 0 for all CR pluriharmonic functions Υ. We prove this in the
same spirit as the proof of Case and Gover [9] in the case n = 2:
The CR invariance of XΦα implies that ξ
Φ := 2ReXΦα θ ∧ θα ∧ dθn−1 is a CR
invariant 2n-form of weight 0. A straightforward consequence of Lee’s Bianchi
identities [22] implies that ξΦ is closed. We show that if (M2n+1, T 1,0) admits a
pseudo-Einstein contact form, then [ξΦ] is proportional to the characteristic class
cΦ(T
1,0) ∈ H2n(M ;R) determined by Φ; see Proposition 4.1. An observation of
Takeuchi [31] implies that cΦ(T
1,0) = 0. Theorem 1.4 then follows from the fact that
Re
∫
XΦαΥ
α equals, up to a multiplicative constant, the evaluation of the cup prod-
uct [ξΦ]∪ [dcbΥ] := [ξΦ∧dcbΥ] on the fundamental class ofM whenever Υ ∈ P . Note
that Marugame [25] showed that one can relax the assumption that (M2n+1, T 1,0)
admits a pseudo-Einstein contact form to c1(T
1,0) = 0 in H2(M ;R).
Our last result is that there is a large variety of choices of invariant polynomials
Φ for which the total I ′Φ-curvature gives a counterexample to Conjecture 1.1. Our
strategy is as follows:
Suppose Conjecture 1.1 holds. Let Φ be an invariant polynomial of degree n.
On the one hand, there exists a constant c, depending only on Φ, such that
I ′Φ = cQ′ + (local CR invariant) + (divergence).
Consider the round CR sphere (S2n+1, T 1,0, θ). In this case, I ′Φ and any local CR
invariant are identically zero, but Q′ is a nonzero constant [9, 30]. Integrating
implies that c = 0, and hence I ′Φ can be written as the sum of a local CR invariant
and a divergence. In particular, the total I ′Φ-curvature is a global CR invariant. On
the other hand, under a general conformal change θ̂ = eΥθ, Theorem 1.3 implies
that ∫
M
Î ′Φθ̂ ∧ dθ̂n =
∫
M
I ′Φθ ∧ dθn − 2
∫
M
(Re∇αXΦα )Υθ ∧ dθn.
One arrives at a contradiction by finding an example of Φ and (M,T 1,0) such that
Re∇αXΦα 6= 0; see Lemma 5.1.
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Let ς = (ς1, . . . , ςn) ∈ Nn be such that ς1 + 2ς2 + · · ·+ nςn = n and let Φ(ς) be
the invariant polynomial of degree n defined by
(1.9) Φ(ς)β1···βnα1···αnAβ1
α1 · · ·Aβnαn =
n∏
k=1
(
trAk
)ςk
for trAk := Aγ1
γ2Aγ2
γ3 · · ·Aγkγ1 . Our first counterexamples come from considering
Φ(ς) on perturbations of the round CR sphere.
Theorem 1.5. For n ≥ 2, there exists a perturbation of the round CR sphere
in Cn+1 such that Re∇αXΦ(ς)α is not identically zero for any ς with ς1 = 0. In
particular, the I ′Φ(ς)-curvature gives a counterexample to the Hirachi conjecture.
This result follows from Theorem 6.3, where we compute variations of Re∇αXΦ(ς)α
for a deformation of the round CR (2n+ 1)-sphere. This deformation is in the di-
rection of a real ellipsoid, and gives a local (in the space of CR structures on S2n+1)
analogue of the computation of Re∇αXΦ(0,1)α on 5-dimensional ellipsoids by Reiter
and Son [26].
Second, we consider the case that Φ = (n) is the generalized Kronecker delta on
n variables.
Theorem 1.6 (= Theorem 7.1). For n ≥ 2, there exists a closed (2n + 1)-
dimensional pseudo-Einstein manifold (M,T 1,0, θ) such that
Rαβ¯ = 0, Aαβ = 0, Re∇αX(n)α 6= 0.
In particular, the I ′(n)-curvature gives a counterexample to the Hirachi conjecture.
This is a consequence of degenerations of Ricci-flat Ka¨hler metrics. There exists
a smooth family of Ricci-flat Ka¨hler metrics on a certain Calabi–Yau manifold
whose curvature concentrates along some complex submanifolds. Together with the
Gauss–Bonnet–Chern formula, this implies that for many members of this family,
there is a circle bundle which is a Ricci-flat Sasakian manifold with Re∇αX(n)α 6= 0.
These examples have the benefit of being significantly easier to compute.
Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 imply that the total I ′Φ-curvatures are nontrivial on general
pseudohermitian manifolds. In fact, the total I ′Φ-curvature are nontrivial secondary
CR invariants. We prove this by computing the total I ′Φ-curvatures of the bound-
aries of locally homogeneous Reinhardt domains.
Theorem 1.7 (= Theorem 8.1). For r > 0, let Mr be the boundary of the bounded
Reinhardt domain
Ωr =
w = (w0, . . . , wn) ∈ Cn+1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
j=0
(log |wj |)2 < r2
 .
The total I ′Φ(ς)-curvature I
′
Φ(ς) of Mr is given by
I ′Φ(ς) = −(n!)2Vol(Sn(1))
(
π
(n+ 1)r
)n+1 n∏
k=1
[(n+ 2)(1− (n+ 2)k−1)]ςk ,
where Vol(Sn(1)) is the volume of the unit sphere in Rn+1.
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If ς1 = 0, then the total I ′Φ(ς)-curvature of Mr is of the form Cr−n−1 for C a
nonzero constant depending only on n and ς . In particular, the total I ′Φ(ς)-curvature
is a nontrivial secondary CR invariant when ς1 = 0. Since two bounded strictly
pseudoconvex domains in Cn+1 are biholomorphic if and only if their boundaries
are CR equivalent [11], we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1.8. The domains Ωr and Ωr′ are biholomorphic if and only if r = r
′.
This corollary was proven using different global CR invariants by Burns and
Epstein [7] for n = 1, Marugame [24] for n = 2, and Reiter and Son [26] for
any dimension. In other words, we give another proof of the result of Reiter–
Son by using I ′-curvatures. Note that this corollary also follows from a result by
Sunada [29] for general bounded Reinhardt domains.
Finally, we note that Marugame [25] has independently established Theorems 1.2–
1.4 in the same generality that we consider, and also discussed the nontriviality of
the total I ′Φ-curvatures. His proof of the CR invariance of XΦα uses the tractor
calculus in a way analogous to the work of Case and Gover [9], while his proof that
the total I ′Φ-curvature is a secondary CR invariant uses a tractor-based proof that
ξΦ represents a multiple of cΦ(T
1,0). His work produces other global secondary CR
invariants, but their explicit realization as total integrals of local pseudohermitian
invariants remains unknown. His work does not determine whether the invariants
constructed give counterexamples to Conjecture 1.1.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we collect some necessary
background material. In Section 3 we give some equivalent realizations of char-
acteristic classes in terms of various End(T 1,0)-valued two-forms. In Section 4 we
prove Theorems 1.2–1.4. In Section 5 we further discuss our strategy to disprove
Conjecture 1.1. In Section 6 we prove Theorem 1.5. In Section 7 we prove The-
orem 1.6. In Section 8 we prove Theorem 1.7. In Section 9 we propose a weaker
version of Conjecture 1.1 and discuss it in the context of the I ′-curvature.
2. Background
In this section we collect necessary background material.
2.1. CR and pseudohermitian manifolds. A CR manifold (M2n+1, T 1,0) is
a real (2n + 1)-dimensional manifold M2n+1 together with a rank n distribution
T 1,0 ⊂ TM ⊗C such that [T 1,0, T 1,0] ⊂ T 1,0 and T 1,0∩T 0,1 = {0} for T 0,1 := T 1,0.
We assume throughout that M is orientable. We say that (M2n+1, T 1,0) is strictly
pseudoconvex if there exists a real one-form θ on M such that ker θ = ReT 1,0 and
−i dθ(Z,W ) defines a positive definitive Hermitian form on T 1,0. We call such a θ
a contact form. Note that contact forms are determined up to multiplication by a
positive function.
Given a CR manifold (M2n+1, T 1,0) and a smooth (complex-valued) function f ∈
C∞(M ;C), we denote by ∂bf the restriction of df to T
1,0; likewise ∂bf := df |T 0,1 . A
CR function is a function f ∈ C∞(M ;C) such that ∂bf = 0. A CR pluriharmonic
function is a (real-valued) function u ∈ C∞(M) such that locally u = Re f for
some CR function f ; i.e. for every p ∈ M , there is a neighborhood U of p and
a CR function f ∈ C∞(U ;C) such that u|U = Re f . Denote by P the space of
CR pluriharmonic functions. We emphasize that the notion of a CR pluriharmonic
function is defined without reference to a choice of contact form. An infinitesimal
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characterization of CR pluriharmonic functions via differential operators has been
given by Lee [22, Propositions 3.3 and 3.4].
A pseudohermitian manifold (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) is a triple consisting of a strictly
pseudoconvex CR manifold (M2n+1, T 1,0) and a choice of contact form. The Reeb
vector field T is the unique vector field such that θ(T ) = 1 and dθ(T, ·) = 0.
Denote by T ∗(1,0) the subbundle of T ∗M ⊗ C which annihilates T 0,1 and T . Set
T ∗(0,1) := T ∗(1,0). The Tanaka–Webster connection of (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) is defined
as follows: Let {θα}nα=1 be an admissible coframe of T ∗(1,0); i.e. θα ∈ T ∗(1,0) for
all α = 1, . . . , n and {θ1, . . . , θn, θ1¯, . . . , θn¯, θ} forms a basis for T ∗M ⊗ C, where
θβ¯ := θβ . It follows that there is a positive definite Hermitian matrix hαβ¯ such that
dθ = ihαβ¯θ
α ∧ θβ¯ .
We use hαβ¯ and its inverse h
αβ¯ to lower and raise indices as needed. The connection
one-forms ωα
β associated to {θα} are uniquely determined by
dθα = θβ ∧ ωβα + θ ∧ τα, τα = Aαβ¯θβ¯ ,
dhαβ¯ = ωαβ¯ + ωβ¯α, Aαβ = Aβα.
The tensor Aαβ is the pseudohermitian torsion. Note that
(2.1) θγ ∧ τγ = 0.
The connection one-forms determine the Tanaka–Webster connection by ∇θ = 0
and ∇θα = −ωγα ⊗ θγ . The curvature two-forms Παβ are the End(T 1,0)-valued
two-forms
(2.2) Πα
β := dωα
β − ωαγ ∧ ωγβ .
The pseudohermitian curvature Rαβ¯γσ¯ is the coefficient of the (1, 1)-part of Πα
β;
i.e.
Πα
β ≡ Rαβγσ¯θγ ∧ θσ¯ mod θ, θα ∧ θγ , θβ¯ ∧ θσ¯.
The pseudohermitian Ricci tensor Rαβ¯ and pseudohermitian scalar curvature R
are defined by taking traces in the usual way; i.e. Rαβ¯ := Rαβ¯γ
γ and R := Rγ
γ .
We say that (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ), n ≥ 2, is pseudo-Einstein if Rαβ¯ = 1nRhαβ¯ . If
(M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) is pseudo-Einstein, then c1(T
1,0) vanishes in H2(M ;R) [22, Propo-
sition D].
The pseudohermitian torsion, pseudohermitian curvature, and covariant deriva-
tives are all tensorial. We may thus use abstract index notation to denote ten-
sors. Specifically, unbarred Greek superscripts denote factors of T 1,0, barred Greek
superscripts denote factors of T 0,1, unbarred Greek subscripts denote factors of
T ∗(1,0)M , and barred Greek subscripts denote factors of T ∗(0,1)M . For example,
Cαβ¯
γ denotes a section of T ∗(1,0)⊗T ∗(0,1)⊗T 1,0. We keep the notation ∇ to denote
covariant derivatives. For example, ∇ρCαβ¯γ denotes the (1, 0)-part of the covariant
derivative of Cαβ¯
γ . When clear by context, we use subscripts to denote covariant
derivatives of a function u ∈ C∞(M ;C); e.g. uαβ¯ := ∇β¯∇αu. We use ∇0 to denote
covariant derivatives in the direction of the Reeb vector field.
The sublaplacian ∆b of a pseudohermitian manifold is the operator
∆bu := uγ
γ + uγγ
for all u ∈ C∞(M ;C). Recall that if (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) is closed, then ker∆b equals
the space of locally constant functions.
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We require three curvature tensors naturally associated to a pseudohermitian
manifold (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ), all of which appear as components of the CR tractor
curvature [14].
The first curvature tensor we need is the Chern tensor
Sαβ¯γσ¯ := Rαβ¯γσ¯ − Pαβ¯hγσ¯ − Pασ¯hγβ¯ − Pγβ¯hασ¯ − Pγσ¯hαβ¯ ,
where Pαβ¯ :=
1
n+2 (Rαβ¯ − Phαβ¯) is the CR Schouten tensor and P := 12(n+1)R is
its trace. The relevance of the Chern tensor to CR geometry is that if n ≥ 2, then
Sαβ¯γσ¯ = 0 if and only if (M
2n+1, T 1,0) is locally CR equivalent to the round CR
(2n+ 1)-sphere. Importantly, the Chern tensor is symmetric and trace-free:
Sαβ¯γσ¯ = Sασ¯γβ¯ = Sγβ¯ασ¯,
Sαβ¯γ
γ = 0.
The second curvature tensor we need is
Vαβ¯γ := ∇β¯Aαγ + i∇γPαβ¯ − iTγhαβ¯ − 2iTαhγβ¯,
where Tα :=
1
n+2 (∇αP − i∇γAαγ). This tensor is a divergence of the Chern tensor:
(2.3) ∇σ¯Sαβ¯γσ¯ = −niVαβ¯γ ;
see [9, Lemma 2.2]. Importantly, Vαβ¯γ is symmetric and trace-free:
Vαβ¯γ = Vγβ¯α,
Vα
γ
γ = 0.
The third curvature tensor we need is
Uαβ¯ := ∇β¯Tα +∇αTβ¯ + PαρPρβ¯ −AαρAρβ¯ + Shαβ¯ ,
where S ∈ C∞(M ;C) is such that Uγγ = 0. This tensor is closely related to a
divergence of Vαβ¯γ :
(2.4) ∇γVαβ¯γ = niUαβ¯ − iSαβ¯γσ¯P γσ¯;
see [9, Lemma 2.2].
In addition to the well-known CR invariance of the Chern tensor, we need to
know how the tensors Vαβ¯γ and Uαβ¯ transform under change of contact form. To
that end, given a natural pseudohermitian tensor B on (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) which is
homogeneous of degree k in θ — that is, Bcθ = c
kBθ for all constants c > 0 —
define the conformal linearization DθB of B at θ by
DθB(Υ) :=
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
t=0
e−ktΥBetΥθ
for all Υ ∈ C∞(M). It is clear that DθB(1) = 0. One easily checks that Dθ extends
to a derivation on the space of natural homogeneous pseudohermitian tensors. By a
simple integration argument (cf. [4]), the tensor B is a local CR invariant of weight
k — that is,
e−kΥBθ̂ = Bθ
for all contact forms θ and θ̂ = eΥθ — if and only if DθB ≡ 0.
The following lemma collects the well-known [14, 22] conformal linearizations of
the CR Schouten tensor, the Chern tensor, and the Tanaka–Webster connection, as
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well as the needed conformal linearizations of Vαβ¯γ and Uαβ¯ . Note that these con-
formal linearizations can also be deduced from the CR invariance of the curvature
of the CR tractor connection [14].
Lemma 2.1. Let (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) be a pseudohermitian manifold and let Υ ∈
C∞(M). Then
DθPαβ¯(Υ) = −
1
2
(
Υαβ¯ +Υβ¯α
)
,
DθSαβ¯γσ¯(Υ) = 0,
DθVαβ¯γ(Υ) = iSαβ¯γ
ρΥρ,
DθUαβ¯(Υ) = iVσ¯αβ¯Υ
σ¯ − iVαβ¯γΥγ .
If f is a local scalar CR invariant of weight k, then
Dθ∇αf(Υ) = kfΥα.
If ωα is a natural pseudohermitian (1, 0)-form which is homogeneous of degree k in
θ, then
Dθ∇γωα(Υ) = (k − 1)ωαΥγ −Υαωγ +∇γ (Dθωα(Υ)) ,
Dθ∇β¯ωα = kωαΥβ¯ +Υγωγhαβ¯ +∇β¯ (Dθωα(Υ)) .
Proof. All but the formulae forDθVαβ¯γ andDθUαβ¯ follow from [14, Proposition 2.3,
Equation (2.7), Equation (2.8)]. Computing the conformal linearization of both
sides of Equations (2.3) and (2.4) yields the claimed formulae for DθVαβ¯γ and
DθUαβ¯ , respectively. 
The following consequences of the Bianchi identities are useful in studying XΦα
and related objects.
Lemma 2.2. Let (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) be a pseudohermitian manifold. Then
∇[αSβ]ργσ = iVγρ[αδσβ] + iVγσ [αδρβ],(2.5)
∇[αVβ]γρ = −Sργ [ασAβ]σ + iQρ[αδγβ],(2.6)
∇0Sαβ¯γσ¯ = ∇σ¯Vαβ¯γ +∇γVβ¯ασ¯ − iSγσ¯αρPρβ¯ − iSγσ¯ρβ¯Pαρ(2.7)
+ iUασ¯hγβ¯ − iUγβ¯hασ¯.
where T[αγ] :=
1
2 (Tαγ − Tγα) and Qαγ := i∇0Aαγ − 2i∇γTα + 2PαρAργ .
Proof. Equation (2.5) follows from [22, Equation (2.7)]. Equation (2.6) follows
from [22, Equations (2.9) and (2.14)]. Equation (2.7) follows from [22, Equa-
tion (2.8)]. 
2.2. Sasakian manifolds. We recall some facts about Sasakian manifolds; see [3]
for a comprehensive introduction. A Sasakian manifold is a pseudohermitian man-
ifold (M,T 1,0, θ) with pseudohermitian torsion identically zero, or equivalently, the
Reeb vector field T preserves the CR structure T 1,0.
A typical example of a Sasakian manifold is the circle bundle associated with a
negative holomorphic line bundle. Let Y be an n-dimensional complex manifold
and (L, h) a Hermitian holomorphic line bundle over Y such that ω = −iΘh =
2−1ddc log h defines a Ka¨hler metric on Y , where dc = i(∂ − ∂). Now we consider
the circle bundle
M := {v ∈ L | h(v, v) = 1} ,
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which is a real hypersurface in L. The one-form θ := 2−1dc log h|M is a connection
one-form of the principal S1-bundle p : M → Y and satisfies dθ = p∗ω. Moreover,
the natural CR structure T 1,0 on M coincides with the horizontal lift of the holo-
morphic tangent bundle T 1,0Y of Y with respect to θ. Since ω defines a Ka¨hler
metric, we have
−idθ(Z,Z) = −iω(p∗Z, p∗Z) > 0
for all nonzero Z ∈ T 1,0. Hence (M,T 1,0, θ) is a pseudohermitian manifold of
dimension 2n + 1. We call this triple the circle bundle associated with (Y, L, h).
Note that the Reeb vector field T with respect to θ is a generator of the S1-action
on M .
Next, consider the Tanaka–Webster connection with respect to θ. Take a local
coordinate (z1, . . . , zn) of Y . The Ka¨hler form ω is written as
ω = igαβ¯dz
α ∧ dzβ ,
where (gαβ¯) is a positive definite Hermitian matrix. An admissible coframe is given
by (θ, θα := p∗(dzα), θα¯ := p∗(dzα)). Since dθ = p∗ω, we have
dθ = i(p∗gαβ¯)θ
α ∧ θβ¯ ,
which implies that hαβ¯ = p
∗gαβ¯. The connection form ψα
β of the Ka¨hler metric
with respect to the frame (∂/∂zα) satisfies
(2.8) 0 = d(dzβ) = dzα ∧ ψαβ , dgαβ¯ = ψαγgγβ¯ + gαγ¯ψβ¯ γ¯ .
We write as Ψα
β the curvature form of the Ka¨hler metric. Pulling back Equa-
tion (2.8) by p gives
dθβ = θα ∧ (p∗ψαβ), dhαβ¯ = (p∗ψαγ)hγβ¯ + hαγ¯(p∗ψβ¯ γ¯).
This yields ωα
β = p∗ψα
β . In particular, the pseudohermitian torsion vanishes
identically; that is, (M,T 1,0, θ) is a Sasakian manifold. Moreover, the curvature
form Πα
β of the Tanaka–Webster connection is given by Πα
β = p∗Ψα
β .
3. Representatives for characteristic classes
In this section we give some equivalent representatives for the characteristic
classes of a CR manifold. Given an invariant polynomial Φ of degree k and a
matrix Yα
β of two-forms, we define the characteristic form cΦ(Yα
β) by
cΦ(Yα
β) := Φβ1···βkα1···αkYβ1
α1 · · ·Yβkαk ;
throughout this section we multiply forms using the exterior product. The charac-
teristic class of (M2n+1, T 1,0) determined by Φ is
cΦ(T
1,0) :=
[
cΦ
(
i
2π
Πα
β
)]
.
It is well-known cΦ(T
1,0) is independent of the choice of contact form.
We are interested in two other End(T 1,0)-valued two-forms on a pseudohermitian
manifold (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ), namely
Ωα
β := Rα
β
µ
νθµθν −∇βAαµθθµ +∇αAβνθθν ,(3.1)
Ξα
β := Sα
β
µ
νθµθν − Vαβµθθµ + V βανθθν .(3.2)
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It is known [22, Equations (2.2) and (2.4)] that
(3.3) Ωα
β = Πα
β − iθατβ + iταθβ .
The main results of this section are that cΦ(Ωα
β) is closed and the induced element
in H2k(M ;R) agrees with [cΦ(Πα
β)], and moreover the same is true for cΦ(Ξα
β)
on pseudo-Einstein manifolds. This requires three observations.
Our first observation is that [cΦ(Πα
β)] = [cΦ(Ωα
β)].
Proposition 3.1. Let (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) be a pseudohermitian manifold and let Φ
be an invariant polynomial of degree k. Then cΦ(Ωα
β) is closed and[
cΦ(Πα
β)
]
=
[
cΦ(Ωα
β)
]
.
Proof. Denote
Tk(Πα
β) := trΠk := Πγ1
γ2Πγ2
γ3 · · ·Πγkγ1 ;
note that Tk(Πα
β) = k!chk(Πα
β) is proportional to the k-th Chern character form.
Since {Tk}∞k=1 generates the algebra of invariant polynomials, it suffices to prove
the result for all Tk.
Denote
Θα
β := iθατ
β − iταθβ ,
so that Πα
β = Ωα
β + Θα
β . Denote (Θs)α
β := Θα
γ2Θγ2
γ3 · · ·Θγsβ . We compute
that
(Θ2s+1)α
β = (−iτγτγdθ)sΘαβ ,(3.4)
(Θ2s)α
β = (−iτγτγdθ)s−1(τρτρθαθβ − iτατβdθ)(3.5)
for all s ∈ N. A direct computation using Equation (2.2) and the definition of ωαβ
yields
dΠα
β = ωα
γΠγ
β −Παγωγβ ,
Πα
γθγ = −d(θτα)− θωαγτγ ,
θγΠγ
β = d(θτβ) + θτγωγ
β.
It follows from these equations that
dΩα
β = ωα
γΩγ
β − Ωαγωγβ + iθα(dτβ − τγωγβ) + i(dτα − ωαγτγ)θβ ,
Ωα
γθγ = θ(dτα − ωαγτγ),
θγΩγ
β = −θ(dτβ − τγωγβ).
We deduce that
d
(
τγ(Ωs)γ
βτβ
)
= (dτγ − τρωργ)(Ωs)γβτβ − τγ(Ωs)γβ(dτβ − ωβρτρ),(3.6)
Ωα
βΘβ
γΩγ
ρ = iθ
(
(dτα − ωαβτβ)τγΩγρ − Ωαβτβ(dτρ − τγωγρ)
)
,(3.7)
Ωα
β(Θ2)β
γΩγ
ρ = −iΩαβτβτγΩγρdθ(3.8)
for all integers s ≥ 0.
Given s ∈ N and N ∈ N, define Os,N ∈ Λ2N+4s−2T ∗M by
Os,N :=
∑
j1,...,js≥1
j1+···+js=N
Θγs
β1(Ωj1)β1
γ1(Θ2)γ1
β2(Ωj2 )β2
γ2 · · · (Θ2)γs−1βs(Ωjs)βsγs ,
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with the convention Os,N = 0 if N < s. It follows from Equations (3.6)–(3.8) that
(3.9) Os,N = −(−i)sθ dθs−1
∑
j1,...,js≥1
j1+···+js=N
Ψ(j1) · · ·Ψ(js−1)dΨ(−1+js),
where
Ψ(j) := τα(Ωj)α
βτβ .
Given s ∈ N and N ∈ N, define Es,N ∈ Λ2N+4sT ∗M by
Es,N :=
∑
j1,...,js≥1
j1+···+js=N
(Θ2)γs
β1(Ωj1)β1
γ1 · · · (Θ2)γs−1βs(Ωjs)βsγs ,
with the convention Es,N = 0 if N < s. It follows from Equation (3.8) that
(3.10) Es,N = −(−i)sdθs
∑
j1,...,js≥1
j1+···+js=N
Ψ(j1) · · ·Ψ(js).
Combining Equations (3.9) and (3.10) yields
(3.11) Os,N = −1
s
Es,N−1 − iθ d(τγτγ)Es−1,N−1
+
(−i)s
s
d
( ∑
j1,...,js≥1
j1+···+js=N−1
Ψ(j1) · · ·Ψ(js)θ dθs−1
)
,
with the convention E0,0 = −1 and E0,N = 0 if N ≥ 1.
Now consider Tk(Πα
β) = Tk(Ωα
β +Θα
β). Write
Tk(Πα
β) =
k∑
s=0
fs,
where fs is the term obtained by expanding Tk(Ωα
β+Θα
β) as a polynomial in Ωα
β
and Θα
β , and keeping only those terms which are homogeneous of degree s in Θα
β.
First note that, for s ≥ 0 and 2s+ 2 < k,
(3.12) f2s+2 = k
s+1∑
j=1
1
j
(
s
j − 1
)
(−iτγτγdθ)s+1−jEj,k−2−2s.
To obtain this formula, first note that Equations (3.4) and (3.7) imply that all
products with at least two factors of odd powers (Θ2ℓ+1)α
β, ℓ ≥ 0, of Θαβ which
are separated by powers of Ω must vanish; e.g. Ωα
βΘβ
γΩγ
ρΘρ
α = 0. Therefore
f2s+2 can be written as a polynomial in (Θ
2)α
β and Ωα
β. Group the summands
according to how many times a positive power of (Θ2)α
β is multiplied on the left
and the right by Ωα
β . Using Equation (3.5), we see that the sum of all possible
terms where this happens j times is a multiple cj of
(−iτγτγdθ)s+1−jEj,k−2−2s.
To compute the multiple, note that in the definition of Ej,k−2−2s, there are j posi-
tions — corresponding to each of the factors of (Θ2)α
β — where the extra s+1− j
copies of (Θ2)α
β can be multiplied. There are
(
s
j−1
)
ways these products appear
in the expansion of Tk(Πα
β). Since Ej,k−2−2s is symmetric in the ordering of the
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factors of (Θ2)α
β and there are k different ways to cyclically permute the terms of
Ej,k−2−2s, we conclude that cj = kj
(
s
j−1
)
. This yields Equation (3.12).
Equation (3.5) implies that if k is even, then
fk = −2(−iτγτγdθ)k/2.
Combining Equation (3.12) and our conventions that E0,0 = −1 and Ej,0 = 0 if
j ≥ 1 implies that
(3.13) f2s+2 = k
s+1∑
j=0
1
j
(
s
j − 1
)
(−iτγτγdθ)s+1−jEj,k−2−2s
for all s ≥ 0, where we recall that 1j
(
s
j−1
)
= 1s+1−j
(
s
j
)
to make sense of the coefficient
when j = 0.
Second note that, for s ≥ 0,
(3.14) f2s+1 = k
s+1∑
j=1
(
s
j − 1
)
(−iτγτγdθ)s+1−jOj,k−1−2s.
We obtain this formula by following the same procedure as above, except that now
there must be a single factor of an odd power of Θα
β , and the location of this
factor specifies a preferred ordering of the terms of the expansion, up to cyclic
permutation.
Finally, it follows from Equations (3.11), (3.13) and (3.14) that
f2s+1 + f2s+2 = k
s+1∑
j=1
(
s
j − 1
)
(−iτγτγdθ)s+1−j
[
−iθ d(τγτγ)Ej−1,k−2−2s
+
(−i)j
j
d
( ∑
ℓ1,...,ℓj≥1
ℓ1+···+ℓj=k−2−2s
Ψ(ℓ1) · · ·Ψ(ℓj)θ dθj−1
)]
= k d
[
s+1∑
j=1
i
j
(
s
j − 1
)
θτγτγ(−iτγτγdθ)s−jEj,k−2−2s
]
.
In particular, f2s+1+ f2s+2 is exact for all integers s ≥ 0. Adopting the convention
that fℓ = 0 for all ℓ ≥ k + 1, we may write
Tk(Πα
β) = f0 +
∞∑
s=0
(f2s+1 + f2s+2).
Since f0 = Tk(Ωα
β) and f2s+1+ f2s+2 is exact, we conclude that Tk(Ωα
β) is closed
and [Tk(Πα
β)] = [Tk(Ωα
β)]. 
Our second observation is that the form cΦ(Ξα
β) is always closed.
Lemma 3.2. Let (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) be a pseudohermitian manifold and let Φ be an
invariant polynomial of degree k. Then cΦ(Ξα
β) is closed.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that
dΞα
β = −iVανρθβθρθν + iV βµσθαθµθσ − i
(
Sµ
ν
α
ρPρ
β − SµνρβPαρ
)
θθµθν
+ iUα
νθθβθν − iUµβθθµθα − iQαγθθβθγ − iQβγθθαθγ .
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Using the facts that Sαβ¯γσ¯, Vαβ¯γ , and Qαγ are all symmetric [9, Section 2.3], we
readily verify from the above display that dcΦ(Ξα
β) = 0. 
Our third observation is that if (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) is pseudo-Einstein, then the
cohomology classes [cΦ(Ωα
β)] and [cΦ(Ξα
β)] agree.
Proposition 3.3. Let (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) be a pseudo-Einstein manifold and let Φ be
an invariant polynomial of degree k. Then[
cΦ(Ωα
β)
]
=
[
cΦ(Ξα
β)
]
.
Proof. Since (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) is pseudo-Einstein,
Rα
β
µ
ν = Sα
β
µ
ν +
2
n
Pδβαδ
ν
µ +
2
n
Pδναδ
β
µ ,
∇βAαµ = Vαβµ − 2i
n
δβα∇µP −
2i
n
δβµ∇αP.
It follows that
(3.15) Ωα
β = Ξα
β − 2i
n
δβαd(Pθ) +
2
n
(
Pθβθα + i∇αP θθβ + i∇βP θθα
)
.
On the one hand, since Φ is an invariant polynomial of degree k, its trace Φγβ2···βkγα2···αk
is an invariant polynomial of degree k − 1. Also, by Proposition 3.1, cΦ(Ωαβ) is
closed. It follows immediately that cΦ
(
Ωα
β + 2in δ
β
αd(Pθ)
)
is closed and
(3.16)
[
cΦ
(
Ωα
β +
2i
n
δβαd(Pθ)
)]
=
[
cΦ
(
Ωα
β
)]
.
On the other hand, set
Γα
β := Pθβθα + i∇αP θθβ + i∇βP θθα.
Note that Ωα
β + 2in δ
β
αd(Pθ) = Ξα
β + 2nΓα
β . A straightforward induction argument
yields
(Γm)α
β := Γα
γ2Γγ2
γ3 · · ·Γγmβ
= (−1)m+1iPm−1 (Γαβdθm−1 + (m− 1)(dP )θθβθαdθm−2)
for all m ∈ N. In particular, we deduce that
(Γm)α
α = (−1)m+1d (Pmθ(dθ)m−1) ,
Ξα
β (Γm)β
α = 0,
Ξα
γ (Γm)γ
ρΞρ
β = 0
for all m ∈ N. Combining this with Lemma 3.2 yields
(3.17)
[
cΦ
(
Ξα
β +
2
n
Γα
β
)]
=
[
cΦ
(
Ξα
β
)]
.
The conclusion follows immediately from Equations (3.15)–(3.17). 
Remark 3.4. In his proof of [25, Proposition 5.4], Marugame showed that the con-
clusion of Proposition 3.3 is true if the assumption on (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) is weakened
to only assume that c1(T
1,0) = 0 in H2(M ;R).
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4. The invariance of XΦα and the total I ′Φ-curvature
In this section we prove that XΦα and ∇αXΦα are CR invariant, derive the trans-
formation formula for I ′Φ under change of contact form, and conclude that the total
I ′Φ-curvature is a secondary CR invariant.
First we prove that XΦα and ∇αXΦα are CR invariant.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. On the one hand, since cΦ(S) is a scalar CR invariant of
weight −n, we conclude from Lemma 2.1 that
(4.1) Dθ∇αcΦ(S)(Υ) = −ncΦ(S)Υα.
On the other hand, since Dθ is a derivation and SΦ is a local CR invariant, we
conclude from Lemma 2.1 that
(4.2) Dθ
(
i(SΦ)αβµνVβµν
)
(Υ) = −(SΦ)αβµνSβρνµΥρ.
Since M has CR dimension n, it holds that
(UΦ)αβ := δββ1···βnαα1···αnΦν1···νnµ1···µnSβ1α1ν1µ1 · · ·Sβnαnνnµn = 0.
In particular,
(4.3) 0 = (UΦ)αβΥβ = cΦ(S)Υα − n(SΦ)αβµνSβρνµΥρ.
Combining Equations (4.1)–(4.3) implies that XΦα is a CR invariant (1, 0)-form of
weight −n. It follows immediately from Lemma 2.1 that ∇αXΦα is a CR invariant
of weight −n− 1. 
Next we derive the transformation formula for I ′Φ under change of contact form.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that
Dθ (∆bcΦ(S)− 2nPcΦ(S)) (Υ) = −2nReΥγ∇γcΦ(S),(4.4)
Dθ (Vβ
µ1
ν1V
α
ν2
µ2) (Υ) = −2Re iVβµ1ν1Sραν2µ2Υρ.(4.5)
Since T Φ is a local CR invariant, we conclude from Lemma 2.1 and Equation (4.5)
that
(4.6) DθV(Υ) = 2Re i(SΦ)αβµνVβµνΥα,
where
V := (T Φ)αβµ1ν1µ2ν2 ((n− 1)Vβµ1ν1V αν2µ2 − Sβαν1µ1Uν2µ2) .
Combining Equations (4.4) and (4.6) and Theorem 1.2 yields
∂
∂t
e(n+1)tΥ
(I ′Φ)etΥθ = e(n+1)tΥ(2ReXΦαΥα)etΥθ = 2Re(XΦαΥα)θ.
Integrating this equation in t ∈ [0, 1] yields the desired result. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof that the total I ′Φ-curvature is a
secondary CR invariant. The main task is to relate XΦα to the characteristic class
cΦ(T
1,0).
Proposition 4.1. Let (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) be a pseudo-Einstein manifold and let Φ be
an invariant polynomial of degree n. Set
ξΦ := XΦα θ ∧ θα ∧ dθn−1 +XΦβ¯ θ ∧ θβ¯ ∧ dθn−1.
Then ξΦ is closed. Moreover, n[ξΦ] = −(2π)n(n− 1)!cΦ(T 1,0) in H2n(M ;R).
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Proof. Combining Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 yields
(4.7) (2π)ncΦ
(
T 1,0
)
=
[
cΦ
(
iΞα
β
)]
,
where Ξα
β is defined by Equation (3.2). An easy computation yields
cΦ
(
iΞα
β
)
= inΦβ1···βnα1···αnSβ1
α1
µ1
ν1 · · ·Sβnαnµnνnθµ1θν1 · · · θµnθνn
− ninΦβ1···βnα1···αnVβ1α1µ1Sβ2α2µ2ν2 · · ·Sβnαnµnνnθθµ1θµ2θν2 · · · θµnθνn
+ ninΦβ1···βnα1···αnV
α1
β1
ν1Sβ2
α2
µ2
ν2 · · ·Sβnαnµnνnθθν1θµ2θν2 · · · θµnθνn .
Since dimT 1,0 = n, it must hold that cΦ(Ξα
β) is in the span of dθn, θθαdθn−1, and
θθβdθ
n−1. We then compute that
cΦ
(
iΞα
β
)
=
1
n!
cΦ(S) dθ
n − ni
(n− 1)! (S
Φ)α
β
µ
νVβ
µ
νθθ
αdθn−1
+
ni
(n− 1)! (S
Φ)α
β
µ
νV αν
µθθβdθ
n−1.
In particular,
cΦ
(
iΞα
β
)
=
1
n!
d
(
cΦ(S) θ dθ
n−1
)− n
(n− 1)!ξ
Φ.
We conclude that ξΦ is closed and
[
cΦ(iΞα
β)
]
= − n(n−1)! [ξΦ]. The conclusion now
follows from Equation (4.7). 
We now conclude that the total I ′Φ-curvature is a secondary invariant.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let ξΦ be as in Proposition 4.1. We may thus consider the
cohomology class [ξΦ] ∈ H2n(M ;R). Recall [22, Lemma 3.1] that Υ ∈ C∞(M) is
CR pluriharmonic if and only if dcbΥ := i(Υβ¯θ
β¯−Υαθα) ∈ Γ (T ∗M/〈θ〉) is closed in
the sense of Rumin [28]. In particular, for any Υ ∈ P , the cup product [ξΦ]∪[dcbΥ] :=
[ξΦ ∧ dcbΥ] is well-defined in H2n+1(M ;R). A straightforward computation implies
that
(4.8)
〈
[ξΦ] ∪ [dcbΥ], [M ]
〉
=
2
n
Re
∫
M
XΦαΥ
α θ ∧ dθn,
where [M ] is the fundamental class of M .
Next, a result of Takeuchi [31, Theorem 1.1] implies that cΦ(T
1,0) = 0. Com-
bining Proposition 4.1 and Equation (4.8) yields Re
∫
M
XΦαΥ
α θ ∧ dθn = 0 for all
Υ ∈ P . Combining this with Equation (1.8) yields the desired result. 
5. Counterexamples to the Hirachi conjecture
As noted in the introduction, if Conjecture 1.1 holds, then the I ′Φ-curvature must
be a linear combination of a local CR invariant and a divergence. However, there is
a local CR invariant whose vanishing is necessary for I ′Φ to be a linear combination
of a local CR invariant and a divergence.
Lemma 5.1. Let Φ be an invariant polynomial of degree n. If there exists a pseu-
dohermitian manifold (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) such that Re∇αXΦα is not identically zero,
then I ′Φ is not the linear combination of a local CR invariant and a divergence.
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Proof. Suppose to the contrary that I ′Φ is a linear combination of a local CR in-
variant and a divergence. Then the total integral of I ′Φ is independent of the choice
of contact form. However, under the conformal change
θ̂ = exp(Re∇αXΦα ) · θ,
Theorem 1.3 implies that∫
M
Î ′Φθ̂ ∧ dθ̂n =
∫
M
I ′Φθ ∧ dθn − 2
∫
M
(Re∇αXΦα )2θ ∧ dθn.
Since Re∇αXΦα 6= 0, the total integral of I ′Φ depends on θ, a contradiction. 
Given an invariant polynomial Φ of degree n, Lemma 5.1 and the discussion of the
introduction shows that one need only find an example of a pseudo-Einstein mani-
fold (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) for which Re∇αXΦα is not identically zero in order to conclude
that that I ′Φ gives a counterexample to Conjecture 1.1. Indeed, since Re∇αXΦα is
CR invariant, it suffices to find a pseudohermitian manifold (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ) which
admits a pseudo-Einstein contact form and is such that Re∇αXΦα is not identically
zero. We shall present two ways to find such a manifold.
First, in Section 6, we compute the change of Re∇αXΦα along a particular per-
turbation of the round CR (2n+1)-sphere. This approach is computationally chal-
lenging and can be regarded as a local (in the space of CR structures on S2n+1)
generalization of computations of Reiter and Son [26] for five-dimensional real el-
lipsoids.
Second, in Section 7, we compute Re∇αXΦα on circle bundles over a Calabi–Yau
manifold in the case when Φ is the generalized Kronecker delta. This approach is
computationally simple and relies on explicit examples of degenerating sequences
of Calabi–Yau manifolds in complex dimensions two and three.
6. Counterexample via perturbations of S2n+1
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1.5 by considering the I ′Φ-
curvatures on perturbations of the round CR (2n+1)-sphere. To that end, we need
to know the first variation of the Chern tensor Sαβ¯γσ¯ along a suitable deformation.
This formula is known [17], but since we cannot find a proof in the literature, we
provide one here.
Lemma 6.1. Let ρt : C
n+1 → R be a one-parameter family of smooth functions
such that ρ0(z) = 1 − |z|2. Set Mt := ρ−1t (0), T 1,0t := T 1,0Cn+1 ∩ (TMt ⊗ C),
and θt := Im ∂bρt|Mt . Let Ft : Cn+1 → Cn+1 be a one-parameter family of diffeo-
morphisms such that F0 = Id, ρt ◦ Ft = ρ0, and F ∗t ker θt = ker θ0. Denote by
St := F ∗t S
θt the pullback of the Chern tensor of θt by Ft. Then
(6.1) S˙αβ¯γσ¯ :=
(
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
t=0
St
)
αβ¯γσ¯
= tf(ρ˙t)αβ¯γσ¯,
where tf uαβ¯γσ¯ denotes the totally trace-free part of uαβ¯γσ¯,
tf uαβ¯γσ¯ := uαβ¯γσ¯ −
1
n+ 2
(
uαβ¯µ
µhγσ¯ + uγβ¯µ
µhασ¯ + uασ¯µ
µhγβ¯ + uγσ¯µ
µhαβ¯
)
+
1
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
uµ
µ
ν
ν
(
hαβ¯hγσ¯ + hασ¯hγβ¯
)
,
and hαβ¯ is the Levi form of the round CR (2n+ 1)-sphere (M0, T
1,0
0 ).
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Remark 6.2. The existence of diffeomorphisms Ft : C
n+1 → Cn+1 as in the state-
ment of Lemma 6.1 is guaranteed by [19, Lemma 4.1]. Note that the restriction
Ft : M0 →Mt is a contact diffeomorphism.
Proof. Fix p ∈ M0. By permuting coordinates if necessary, we may assume that
(w, z) ∈ C× Cn = Cn+1 are such that (ρt)w := ∂ρt∂w is nowhere zero in a neighbor-
hood of (0, p) in R × Cn+1. Consider the frame Ztα := ∂zα − (ρt)α(ρt)w ∂w of T
1,0
t near
Ft(p). Applying [26, Theorem 3.1] yields
(6.2) (Sθt)αβ¯γσ¯ = tf
(
Rαβ¯γσ¯(ρt) + hjk¯Dαγ(ρk¯)Dβ¯σ¯(ρj)
+ hβ¯σ¯ξ
k¯Dαγ(ρk¯) + hαγξ
jDβ¯σ¯(ρj)− |ξ|2hαγhβ¯σ¯
)
,
where ξ = ξ(t) is the unique (1, 0)-vector field in Cn+1 such that ∂ρt(ξ) = 1 and
ξyi∂∂ρt ≡ 0 mod ∂ρt,
Rαβ¯γσ¯(φ) := φZZ¯ZZ¯(Zα, Zβ¯, Zγ , Zσ¯),
hαβ¯ := Dαβ¯(ρt),
Dαβ¯(φ) := φZZ¯(Zα, Zβ¯),
Dαγ(φ) := φZZ(Zα, Zγ),
for all complex-valued smooth functions φ on Cn+1, and φZZ¯ denotes the (1, 1)-part
of the Hessian of φ, with similar interpretation of φZZ and φZZ¯ZZ¯ . (The apparent
change of sign from [26] is because we take our defining function to be positive in
the domain bounded by ρ−1t (0).) We emphasize that we regard Equation (6.2) as
defining a set of smooth functions determined by the frame {Ztα} of T 1,0t and its
conjugate. By definition,
St =
(
(Sθt)αβ¯γσ¯ ◦ Ft
)(
(F ∗t θ
α
t ) ∧ (F ∗t θβ¯t )
)⊗ ((F ∗t θγt ) ∧ (F ∗t θσ¯t )),
where {θαt } is the admissible coframe of T ∗(1,0)t dual to {Ztα}. Since Sθ0 = 0, we
see that
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
t=0
St =
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(
(Sθt)αβ¯γσ¯ ◦ Ft
)
(θα0 ∧ θβ¯0 )⊗ (θγ0 ⊗ θσ¯0 ).
Combining this with Equation (6.2) and the facts hαγ = hβ¯σ¯ = 0 and Dαγ(ρk¯) =
Dβ¯σ¯(ρj) = 0 at t = 0 yields Equation (6.1). 
We prove Theorem 1.5 by applying Lemma 6.1 to the specific family
(6.3) ρt := 1− |z|2 − |w|2 + t
4
|w|4
of defining functions, where (w, z) ∈ C×Cn. In fact, we prove the following sharper
result:
Theorem 6.3. Let ς = (ς1, ς2, ς3, . . . , ςn) ∈ Nn be such that ς1 = 0 and n =∑n
k=1 kςk. For t sufficiently close to zero, consider the pseudohermitian manifolds
(Mt, T
1,0
t , θt) and contact diffeomorphisms Ft : M0 → Mt as in Lemma 6.1. Let
Φ = Φ(ς) be as in Equation (1.9). Then
(6.4)
∂k
∂tk
∣∣∣∣
t=0
ReF ∗t
(∇αXΦα )θt = 0
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for all nonnegative integers k < n and
(6.5)
∂n
∂tn
∣∣∣∣
t=0
ReF ∗t
(∇αXΦα )θt 6= 0.
In particular, for all t 6= 0 sufficiently close to zero, it holds that Re(∇αXΦα )θt 6= 0.
The proof of Theorem 6.3 only requires that ρ0 is the defining function of the
round (2n+1)-sphere and the formula for ∂∂t
∣∣
t=0
ρt. In particular, the conclusion of
Theorem 6.3 also holds for some of the ellipsoids considered by Reiter and Son [26];
see Remark 6.4 for further discussion.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Let ρt be given by Equation (6.3). Let (S
t)αβ¯γσ¯ denote
the pullback of the Chern tensor of (Mt, T
1,0
t , θt) by Ft. Since ρ0 is the defining
function of the round CR (2n+ 1)-sphere, it holds that (S0)αβ¯γσ¯ = 0. This yields
Equation (6.4).
Recall that, on the round CR (2n+ 1)-sphere,
wαβ = 0,
wαβ¯ = −whαβ¯ ,
wβ¯ = 0,
wγwγ = 1− |w|2.
(6.6)
(One can deduce these formulae using the fact that 1|1+w|2 θ on S
2n+1 \ {w = −1}
equals the pullback of the standard contact form on the Heisenberg group under
Cayley transform [20] and the transformation laws [22] for the pseudohermitian
curvature and torsion.) Since ρ˙t =
1
4 |w|4, we conclude from Lemma 6.1 that
(6.7) S˙αβ¯γσ¯ = tf wαwβ¯wγwσ¯.
(We emphasize that α, β¯, γ, σ¯ are abstract indices in this formula.) Equation (2.3)
then implies that
(6.8) V˙αβ¯γ :=
(
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
t=0
V t
)
αβ¯γ
= −n+ 3
n+ 2
iw¯ tf wαwβ¯wγ ,
where V t := F ∗t V
θt and
tf uαβ¯γ := uαβ¯γ −
1
n+ 1
(
uµ
µ
αhγβ¯ + uµ
µ
γhαβ¯
)
.
Define
C˙αβ := iS˙αβµνθµθν ,
V˙αβ := V˙αβµθµ,
where products are taken in the exterior algebra Λ•S2n+1. It follows from Equa-
tion (6.7) and Equation (6.8) that
C˙αβ =Wαβ + n+ 1
n+ 2
c
(
Ψα
β +Mα
β + δβα
(
i(∂bw)(∂bw) + c dθ
))
,(6.9)
V˙αβ = −n+ 3
n+ 2
iw
(
(wαw
β + cδβα)∂bw + cwαθ
β
)
,(6.10)
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respectively, where
Wα
β := iwαw
β(∂bw)(∂bw),
Ψα
β := wαw
βdθ + iwαθ
β(∂bw) + iw
β(∂bw)θα,
Mα
β := icθβθα,
c := − 1
n+ 1
wγw
γ .
We break the computation into four steps.
Step 1. Compute powers of C˙αβ.
Observe that
Ψα
γΨγ
β =Wα
βdθ − (n+ 1)cΨαβdθ + (n+ 1)iMαβ(∂bw)(∂bw),
Ψα
γMγ
β =Mα
γΨγ
β = −iMαβ(∂bw)(∂bw),
Mα
γMγ
β = −cMαβdθ.
Combining this with the identities
Wα
γWγ
β = 0,
Wα
γΨγ
β = Ψα
γWγ
β = −(n+ 1)cAαβdθ,
Wα
γMγ
β =Mα
γWγ
β = 0,
Wα
β(∂bw) =Wα
β(∂bw) = 0
yields
(Ψk)α
β = (−c)k−2
[
(k − 1)(n+ 1)k−2Wαβdθ
− (n+ 1)k−1cΨαβdθ + (n+ 1)k−1iMαβ(∂bw)(∂bw)
]
dθk−2,
(Mk)α
β = (−c)k−1Mαβdθk−1
for all k ≥ 2, where (Ψk)αβ := Ψαγ2Ψγ2γ3 · · ·Ψγkβ . It follows that
(M j)α
γ(Ψk)γ
β = 0
for all j ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2. In particular,(
(Ψ +M)k
)
α
β = (Ψk)α
β + kΨα
γ(Mk−1)γ
β + (Mk)α
β
= (−c)k−2
[
(k − 1)(n+ 1)k−2Wαβdθ − (n+ 1)k−1cΨαβdθ
− cMαβdθ +
(
(n+ 1)k−1 − k) iMαβ(∂bw)(∂bw)]dθk−2
(6.11)
for all k ≥ 1. Define
Pαβ := Ψαβ +Mαβ + δβα
(
i(∂bw)(∂bw) + c dθ
)
.
Observe that
(Pk)αβ =
k∑
j=0
(
k
j
)
ck−j−1
(
(Ψ +M)j
)
α
β
(
c dθ + (k − j)i(∂bw)(∂bw)
)
dθk−j−1;
as
(
c dθ + (k − j)i(∂bw)(∂bw)
)
dθk−j−1 = c dθk−j +(k− j)i(∂bw)(∂bw)dθk−j−1, we
interpret this factor as multiplication by the scalar function c when j = k in the
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summation. Since iΨα
β(∂bw)(∂bw) = Wα
βdθ, we conclude from Equation (6.11)
that
(Pk)αβ = ck−1δβα
(
c dθ + ki(∂bw)(∂bw)
)
dθk−1
+
k∑
j=1
(−1)j−1
(
k
j
)
ck−1
[
(n+ 1)j−1Ψα
β +Mα
β
]
dθk−1
+ i
k∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
k
j
)
ck−2
(
(n+ 1)j−1 − k)Mαβ(∂bw)(∂bw)dθk−2
+
k∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
k
j
)
(n+ 1)j−2ck−2 ((n+ 2)j − 1− k(n+ 1))Wαβdθk−1
for all k ≥ 1, where we adopt the convention dθ−1 := 0. Evaluating the summations
yields
(Pk)αβ = ck−2
[
c2δβαdθ
2 + ikcδβα(∂bw)(∂bw)dθ −
(−n)k − 1
n+ 1
cΨα
βdθ
+ cMα
βdθ +
(−n)k − 1 + k(n+ 1)
n+ 1
iMα
β(∂bw)(∂bw)
+
(
k
(
1− 2(−n)k−1)
n+ 1
+
1− (−n)k
(n+ 1)2
)
Wα
βdθ
]
dθk−2
(6.12)
for all k ≥ 1, where we distribute the multiplication by dθk−2 and use our convention
dθ−1 = 0 to make sense of the case k = 1.
Finally, since Wα
β and Pαβ commute, we have that
(C˙k)αβ =
(
n+ 1
n+ 2
c
)k−1 [
n+ 1
n+ 2
c(Pk)αβ + kWαγ(Pk−1)γβ
]
.
Combining this with Equation (6.12) yields
(C˙k)αβ =
(
n+ 1
n+ 2
)k−1
c2k−2
[n+ 1
n+ 2
c(cδβαdθ +Mα
β)dθ
+
n+ 1
n+ 2
kicδβα(∂bw)(∂bw)dθ −
(−n)k − 1
n+ 2
cΨα
βdθ
+
(−n)k − 1 + k(n+ 1)
n+ 2
iMα
β(∂bw)(∂bw)
+
(k(n+ 1) + 1)
(
1− (−n)k)
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
Wα
βdθ
]
dθk−2
(6.13)
for all k ≥ 1. Using the facts
Wγ
γ = −(n+ 1)ic(∂bw)(∂bw),
Mγ
γ = c dθ,
Ψγ
γ = −(n+ 1)c dθ + 2i(∂bw)(∂bw),
we conclude that
(6.14) tr C˙k =
(
n+ 1
n+ 2
)k (
n+ (−n)k) c2k−1 (c dθ + ki(∂bw)(∂bw)) dθk−1
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for all k ≥ 1.
Step 2. Compute derivatives of cΦ(S) and ∇αcΦ(S).
Recall that
1
n!
cΦ(S
t)dθn = cΦ
(
i(St)α
β
µν¯θ
µθν¯
)
.
It follows that that
1
(n!)2
∂n
∂tn
∣∣∣∣
t=0
cΦ(S
t) dθn = cΦ(C˙αβ).
Using our assumption Φ = Φ(ς), ς1 = 0, we have that
cΦ(C˙αβ) =
n∏
k=2
(tr C˙k)ςk .
Using (6.14) and the fact ni(∂bw)(∂bw)dθ
n−1 = −(n+ 1)c dθn, we deduce that
cΦ(C˙αβ) = −n
(
n+ 1
n+ 2
)n
p(ς)c2n dθn,
where
(6.15) p(ς) :=
n∏
k=2
(
n+ (−n)k)ςk .
Since ∇αc2n = 2nn+1c2n−1wwα, we deduce that
(6.16)
1
(n!)2
∂n
∂tn
∣∣∣∣
t=0
∇αcΦ(St) = − 2n
2
n+ 1
(
n+ 1
n+ 2
)n
p(ς)c2n−1wwα.
Step 3. Compute i(C˙Φ)αβµν V˙βµν .
Observe that
V˙αα = 0,
Wα
βV˙βα = 0,
Mα
βV˙βα = 0,
Ψα
βV˙βα = −n(n+ 1)(n+ 3)
n+ 2
ic2w(∂bw)dθ.
Combining this with Equation (6.13) yields
(6.17) tr C˙k−1V˙ := (C˙k−1)αβV˙βα
= −
(
n+ 1
n+ 2
)k (n+ 3)(n+ (−n)k)
n+ 1
ic2k−1w(∂bw)dθ
k−1
for all k ≥ 1.
We now compute the derivatives in t of i(SΦ)αβµνVβµν using the fact that
1
(n− 1)! i(S
Φ)α
β
µ
νVβ
µ
νθ
αdθn−1 = icΦ,n−1(iSα
β
µν¯θ
µθν¯ , Vα
β
γθ
γ)
for all t, where
cΦ,n−1(Yα
β , Zα
β) := Φβ1···βnα1···αnYβ1
α1 · · ·Yβn−1αn−1Zβnαn
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for all invariant polynomials Φ of degree n, all End(T 1,0)-valued two-forms Yα
β,
and all End(T 1,0)-valued one-forms Zα
β . Note that if Φ = Φ(ς), then
cΦ,n−1(Y, Z) =
1
n
n∑
k=2
kςk(trY k)ςk−1(tr Y k−1Z)∏
j 6=k
(tr Y j)ςj
 .
Using Equations (6.14) and (6.17) and our assumption Φ = Φ(ς), we compute that
icΦ,n−1(C˙αβ , V˙αβ) = n+ 3
n+ 1
(
n+ 1
n+ 2
)n
p(ς)c2n−1w(∂bw)dθ
n−1.
In particular,
(6.18)
i
(n− 1)!n!
∂n
∂tn
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(SΦt )αβµν(V t)βµν =
n+ 3
n+ 1
(
n+ 1
n+ 2
)n
p(ς)c2n−1wwα.
Step 4. Compute derivatives of XΦα and Re∇αXΦα .
We now compute XΦα for Φ = Φ(ς). Equations (6.16) and (6.18) imply that
(6.19)
1
(n!)2
∂n
∂tn
∣∣∣∣
t=0
F ∗t (X
Φ
α )
θt =
3
n
(
n+ 1
n+ 2
)n
p(ς)c2n−1wwα.
Using Equation (6.6), we conclude that
1
(n!)2
∂n
∂tn
∣∣∣∣
t=0
F ∗t
(∇αXΦα )θt = − 3n
(
n+ 1
n+ 2
)n
p(ς)c2n−1 (3n(n+ 1)c+ 3n− 1) .
Since p(ς) 6= 0, we conclude that Equation (6.5) holds. 
Remark 6.4. Reiter and Son [26, Equation (4.4)] computed the Chern tensor of
the real ellipsoids
Ωs =
{
(w, z) ∈ C× Cn
∣∣ 1− |z|2 − |w|2 − sRew2 > 0}
with respect to the unique pseudohermitian structure which is volume-normalized
with respect to dw ∧ dz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzn|Ωs . Their computation shows that
∂
∂s
∣∣∣∣
s=0
F ∗s (S
θs)αβ¯γσ¯ = 0,
∂2
∂s2
∣∣∣∣
s=0
F ∗s (S
θs)αβ¯γσ¯ = 2 tf wαwβ¯wγwσ¯,
where Fs : ∂Ω0 → ∂Ωs is a one-parameter family of contact diffeomorphisms with
F0 = Id. (Recall that we denote wα = Zαw, whereas Reiter and Son write their
computation in terms of Zα := ∂zα− (ρs)α(ρs)w ∂w, where ρs is the given defining function
for ∂Ωs.) In particular, our proof of Theorem 6.3 shows that, for s close to zero,
the invariants I ′Φ(ς) on the real ellipsoids Ωs give counterexamples to the Hirachi
conjecture when ς1 = 0.
7. Counterexample via Calabi–Yau manifolds
In this section, we prove the following result:
Theorem 7.1. For n ≥ 2, there exists a closed (2n + 1)-dimensional pseudo-
Einstein manifold (M,T 1,0, θ) such that
Rαβ¯ = 0, Aαβ = 0, Re∇αX(n)α 6= 0.
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We construct such a CR manifold as a certain circle bundle over a Calabi–Yau
manifold. Let (Y, ω) be an n-dimensional Ka¨hler manifold. There exists a smooth
function fω on Y such that the n-th Chern form cn(ω) with respect to ω coincides
with fω · ωn.
Theorem 7.2. For each positive integer n ≥ 2, there exists an n-dimensional
closed, connected Ricci-flat Ka¨hler manifold (Y, ω) such that [ω/2π] ∈ H2(Y ;Z)
and fω is non-constant.
Proof of Theorem 7.1 assuming Theorem 7.2. Since [ω/2π] ∈ H2(Y ;Z) and Y is
Ka¨hler, there exists a holomorphic Hermitian line bundle (L, h) over Y such that
ω = −iΘh. Consider the circle bundle (M,T 1,0, θ) associated with (Y, L, h). Since
ω is Ricci-flat, θ is a contact form satisfying
Rαβ¯ = 0, Aαβ = 0;
in particular, Vαβ¯γ = 0. Moreover, Sαβ¯γσ¯ = Rαβ¯γσ¯, and hence c(n)(S) is a nonzero
constant multiple of fω. In particular, c(n)(S) is non-constant. Therefore
Re∇αX(n)α = −
1
n2
Re∇α∇αc(n)(S) = −
1
2n2
∆bc(n)(S) 6= 0,
which completes the proof. 
It remains to show Theorem 7.2.
Proof of Theorem 7.2. As we will see in the following two subsections, such (Y, ω)
exists in the cases of n = 2 and 3. Since the conditions in Theorem 7.2 are closed
under the product, we can construct (Y, ω) for any n ≥ 2. 
7.1. Two-dimensional case. Consider the two-dimensional complex torus T =
C2/(Z + iZ)2. Multiplication by −1 on C2 induces an involution ι on T that has
16 fixed points p1, . . . , p16. Let σ : T
′ → T be obtained from T by blowing up at
p1, . . . , p16. The involution ι lifts to an involution ι
′ on T ′, and the quotient p : T ′ →
Y = T ′/〈ι′〉 is a closed K3 surface; this is called the Kummer surface associated to
T [2, Chapter V.16]. The space Y contains 16 complex projective curvesE1, . . . , E16
corresponding to p1, . . . , p16. It is known that the Euler characteristic of any K3
surface is equal to 24 [2, Chapter VIII.3].
Let ω(0) be the Ka¨hler form on T induced by 2πi
∑2
j=1 dz
j ∧ dzj on C2; the
coefficient is chosen so that [ω(0)/2π] ∈ H2(T ;Z). For 0 < s ≪ 1, the cohomology
class p!σ
∗[ω(0)] − s∑16k=1 c1(O(Ek)) contains a unique Ricci-flat Ka¨hler metric ωs
on Y such that ωs converges smoothly to a flat Ka¨hler metric as s → +0 on any
compact subset of Y \⋃16k=1 Ek [21, Chapter 2]. Note that
0 <
∫
Y
ω2s =
∫
Y
(p!σ
∗[ω(0)])2 − 32s2 <
∫
Y
(p!σ
∗[ω(0)])2.
Suppose that fs := fωs is constant for any 0 < s ≪ 1. From the Gauss–Bonnet–
Chern formula, it follows that
24 =
∫
Y
c2(ωs) = fs
∫
Y
ω2s < fs
∫
Y
(p!σ
∗[ω(0)])2;
that is,
fs > 24
[∫
Y
(p!σ
∗[ω(0)])2
]−1
.
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However, since ωs converges smoothly to a flat Ka¨hler metric as s → +0 on any
compact subset of Y \ ⋃16k=1Ek, we have fs ≪ 1 for sufficiently small s; this is
a contradiction. Hence fs is non-constant for sufficiently small s. If we take a
sufficiently large positive integer N , the Ricci-flat Ka¨hler metric ω = N · ω2π/N
satisfies [ω/2π] ∈ H2(Y ;Z) and fω is non-constant.
7.2. Three-dimensional case. Let ζ be a primitive cubic root of one, and de-
note by Eζ the elliptic curve C/(Z + Zζ). Multiplication by ζ on C
3 induces a
biholomorphism Φζ on E
3
ζ . This map satisfies Φ
3
ζ = Id and has 27 fixed points
p1, . . . , p27. Let σ : Y˜ → E3ζ be obtained from E3ζ by blowing up at p1, . . . , p27. The
biholomorphism Φζ lifts to a biholomorphism Φ˜ζ on Y˜ satisfying Φ˜
3
ζ = Id, and the
quotient p : Y˜ → Y = Y˜ /〈Φ˜ζ〉 is a closed smooth Calabi–Yau threefold, called a
Kummer threefold. The space Y contains 27 complex projective planes E1, . . . , E27
corresponding to p1, . . . , p27. The Euler characteristic of Y is 72 [27, Theorem 5(i)].
Let ω(0) be the Ka¨hler form on E3ζ induced by (2π
√
3)i
∑3
j=1 dz
j∧dzj on C3; the
coefficient is chosen so that [ω(0)/2π] ∈ H2(E3ζ ;Z). For 0 < s≪ 1, the cohomology
class p!σ
∗[ω(0)] − s∑27k=1 c1(O(Ek)) contains a unique Ricci-flat Ka¨hler metric ωs
on Y such that ωs converges in C
4,α to a flat Ka¨hler metric as s → +0 on any
compact subset of Y \⋃27k=1 Ek [23, Section 3.1]. Note that
0 <
∫
Y
ω3s =
∫
Y
(p!σ
∗[ω(0)])3 − 243s3 <
∫
Y
(p!σ
∗[ω(0)])3.
Suppose that fs := fωs is constant for any 0 < s≪ 1. From the Gauss–Bonnet–
Chern formula, it follows that
72 =
∫
Y
c3(ωs) = fs
∫
Y
ω3s < fs
∫
Y
(p!σ
∗[ω(0)])3;
that is,
fs > 72
[∫
Y
(p!σ
∗[ω(0)])3
]−1
.
However, since ωs converges in C
4,α to a flat Ka¨hler metric as s → +0 on any
compact subset of Y \ ⋃27k=1Ek, we have fs ≪ 1 for sufficiently small s; this is
a contradiction. Hence fs is non-constant for sufficiently small s. If we take a
sufficiently large positive integer N , the Ricci-flat Ka¨hler metric ω = N · ω2π/N
satisfies [ω/2π] ∈ H2(Y ;Z) and fω is non-constant.
8. The I ′-curvature of the boundary of a Reinhardt domain
For r > 0, let Mr be the boundary of the bounded Reinhardt domain
Ωr := {w = (w0, . . . , wn) ∈ Cn+1 | ρr(w) > 0},
where
ρr(w) :=
1
2
− 1
2r2
n∑
j=0
(log |wj |)2.
We would like to compute the total I ′-curvatures forMr. To this end, consider the
holomorphic map
ψr : C
n+1 → Cn+1; (z0, . . . , zn) 7→ (exp(2rz0), . . . , exp(2rzn)).
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The pull-back ψ∗rρr(z) coincides with
ρ(z) :=
1
2
− 2
n∑
j=0
(Re zj)2,
and the pre-image of Ωr by ψr is the tube domain
Ω =
z = (x0 + iy0, . . . , xn + iyn) ∈ Cn+1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ |x|2 =
n∑
j=0
(xj)2 <
1
4

The holomorphic map ψr induces also a pseudohermitian map
(M := ∂Ω, T 1,0, θ := Im ∂ρ|M )→ (Mr, T 1,0r , θr := Im ∂ρr|Mr ).
where T 1,0 := T 1,0Cn+1 ∩ (TM ⊗ C) and T 1,0r := T 1,0Cn+1 ∩ (TMr ⊗ C). The
group G = O(n + 1) ⋉ (iR)n+1 acts on Cn+1 as a subgroup of the complex affine
transformation group GL(n+1,C)⋉Cn+1, and its action preserves ρ. In particular,
the pseudohermitian manifold (M,T 1,0, θ) is homogeneous with respect to the above
G-action. Hence it suffices to consider a given point p := (1/2, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ M for
computing pseudo-Hermitian invariants. We set x′ := (x1, . . . , xn). Let
ξ := − 1
2|x|2
n∑
j=0
xj
∂
∂zj
∈ Γ(T 1,0Cn+1|M ).
This vector field satisfies
ξρ = 1, ξy∂∂ρ = − 1
4|x|2 ∂ρ.
For α ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the (1, 0)-forms
θα := dzα +
1
2|x|2x
α∂ρ
annihilate ξ and their restriction to M gives an admissible coframe. A calculation
shows that the Levi form hαβ¯ is given by
hαβ¯ = δαβ +
xαxβ
(x0)2
= δαβ + 4x
αxβ +O(|x′|4).
A similar computation to that in the proof of [24, Proposition 5.2] gives that
ωα
β = −iδαβθ + 2xβθα + 2xβθα¯ +O(|x′|2),
Aαβ = −iδαβ + O(|x′|2).
At p, the pseudohermitian torsion Aαβ satisfies
∇γAαβ = 0, ∇γ¯Aαβ = 0, ∇0Aαβ = 2iAαβ, AαβAβγ¯ = hαγ¯ .
Since both sides of these equalities are tensorial and (M,T 1,0, θ) is homogeneous,
these in fact hold on the whole of M . Similarly, the curvature form Πα
β at p is
given by
Πα
β = (δβαhρσ¯ + δ
β
ρhασ¯ −AαρAβσ¯)θρ ∧ θσ¯ − iτα ∧ θβ + iθα ∧ τβ .
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The right hand side is tensorial, and so this equality holds on the whole of M .
Local pseudohermitian invariants can be calculated explicitly:
Pαβ¯ =
n
2(n+ 1)
hαβ¯ ,
Sαβ¯γσ¯ =
1
n+ 1
(hαβ¯hγσ¯ + hασ¯hγβ¯)−AαγAβ¯σ¯,
Vαβ¯γ = 0,
Uαβ¯ = 0.
In particular, θ (or θr) is a pseudo-Einstein contact form with constant scalar
curvature but nonvanishing pseudohermitian torsion. Moreover, the Chern tensor
is parallel;
∇ρSαβ¯γσ¯ = 0, ∇ρ¯Sαβ¯γσ¯ = 0, ∇0Sαβ¯γσ¯ = 0.
Theorem 8.1. The total I ′Φ(ς)-curvature I
′
Φ(ς) for Mr is given by
I ′Φ(ς) = −(n!)2Vol(Sn(1))
(
2π
(n+ 1)r
)n+1 n∏
k=1
[(n+ 2)(1− (n+ 2)k−1)]ςk ,
where Vol(Sn(1)) is the volume of the unit sphere in Rn+1.
Proof. Set
Σα
β :=
1
n+ 1
(−iδβαdθ + θβ ∧ θα), Lαβ := −τα ∧ τβ ,
which satisfy Ξα
β = Σα
β + Lα
β , where Ξα
β is defined by Equation (3.2). These
Σα
β and Lα
β satisfy
tr Σ = −idθ, trL = idθ,
Σα
γ ∧Σγβ = − i
n+ 1
dθ ∧ Σαβ ,
Lα
γ ∧ Σγβ = Σαγ ∧ Lγβ = − i
n+ 1
dθ ∧ Lαβ,
Lα
γ ∧ Lγβ = −idθ ∧ Lαβ.
Hence
(Ξk)α
β = (Σk)α
β +
k∑
j=1
(
k
j
)
(Σk−j)α
γ ∧ (Lj)γβ
=
1
(n+ 1)k−1
(−idθ)k−1 ∧ Σαβ +
k∑
j=1
(
k
j
)(
1
n+ 1
)k−j
(−idθ)k−1 ∧ Lαβ
= (−idθ)k−1 ∧
[
1
(n+ 1)k−1
Σα
β +
(n+ 2)k − 1
(n+ 1)k
Lα
β
]
,
and so
tr Ξk =
(n+ 2)[1− (n+ 2)k−1]
(n+ 1)k
(−idθ)k.
Since
cΦ(ς)(iΞα
β) =
1
n!
cΦ(ς)(S)dθ
n,
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we have
cΦ(ς)(S) = n!
n∏
k=1
[
(n+ 2)(1− (n+ 2)k−1)
(n+ 1)k
]ςk
=
n!
(n+ 1)n
n∏
k=1
[(n+ 2)(1− (n+ 2)k−1)]ςk .
Therefore the I ′Φ(ς)-curvature of M is given by
I ′Φ(ς) = −
n!
(n+ 1)n+1
n∏
k=1
[(n+ 2)(1− (n+ 2)k−1)]ςk .
In particular, I ′Φ(ς) is constant, and equal to zero if and only if ς1 6= 0.
We need also to compute the volume
∫
Mr
θr ∧ dθnr . The pseudohermitian map
ψr : M →Mr is a Zn-covering, and a fundamental domain Λr is given by
Λr := {z = x+ iy ∈ Cn+1 | |x|2 = 1/4, y ∈ [0, π/r)n+1}.
It suffices to compute the volume of Λr. From the definition of θ, we have
θ = 2
n∑
j=0
xjdyj , dθ = 2
n∑
j=0
dxj ∧ dyj .
Hence∫
Mr
θr ∧ dθnr =
∫
Λr
θ ∧ dθn
=
n∑
j=0
2n+1n!
∫
Λr
(dx0 ∧ dy0) ∧ · · · ∧ (xjdyj) ∧ · · · ∧ (dxn ∧ dyn)
= 2n+1n!
(π
r
)n+1 ∫
Sn(1/2)
n∑
j=0
(−1)jdx0 ∧ · · · ∧ xj ∧ · · · ∧ dxn.
The n-form
n∑
j=0
(−1)jdx0 ∧ · · · ∧ xj ∧ · · · ∧ dxn
on Sn(1/2) is half of its volume form, and so∫
Sn(1/2)
n∑
j=0
(−1)jdx0 ∧ · · · ∧ xj ∧ · · · ∧ dxn = 2−n−1Vol(Sn(1)).
Therefore we have Theorem 8.1. 
9. Concluding remarks
In light of Alexakis’ characterization of global conformal invariants [1], it is
natural to expect that a weaker version of Conjecture 1.1 is true. One way to weaken
Conjecture 1.1 is to allow, in addition to local CR invariants, pseudohermitian scalar
invariants I for which P ⊂ kerDθI for all pseudo-Einstein contact forms θ. We
propose allowing an even weaker type of invariant.
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Definition 9.1. Fix n ∈ N. A homogeneous pseudohermitian scalar invariant Iθ
is a local secondary invariant if
(9.1)
∫
M
uI θ̂ θ̂ ∧ dθ̂n =
∫
M
uIθ θ ∧ dθn
for any pseudo-Einstein contact forms θ and θ̂ on a closed CR manifold (M2n+1, T 1,0)
and any u ∈ P .
Note that if I is homogeneous of degree −n− 1 in θ and if P ⊂ kerDθI for all
pseudo-Einstein contact forms θ, then it is a local secondary invariant. We propose
the following weaker version of Conjecture 1.1.
Conjecture 9.2. Let I be a natural pseudohermitian scalar invariant whose total
integral is a secondary CR invariant. Then there is a constant c ∈ R such that
I = cQ′ + (local secondary invariant) + (divergence).
There are two motivations behind Definition 9.1, and hence Conjecture 9.2.
Our first motivation is in analogy with theQ′-curvature. Let P⊥ denote the space
of smooth volume forms which annihilate P ; i.e. given a closed pseudohermitian
manifold (M2n+1, T 1,0, θ), we set
P⊥ :=
{
ψ θ ∧ dθn
∣∣∣∣ ∫
M
uψ θ ∧ dθn = 0 for all u ∈ P
}
.
Note that ψ θ ∧ dθn ∈ P⊥ if and only if ψ is L2-orthogonal to P with respect to θ,
so that this definition coincides with the definition of P⊥ given in the introduction.
Since P⊥ is CR invariant, Definition 9.1 is equivalent to the requirement that
Iθ θ ∧ dθn is independent of the choice of pseudo-Einstein contact form modulo
P⊥. This is analogous to how one realizes the Q′-curvature as having a linear
transformation law when working modulo P⊥; see Equation (1.1).
Our second motivation is speculation based on the compatibility of Definition 9.1
with the heuristic construction of “primed” invariants by analytic continuation in
the dimension (cf. [9, 10, 25]). Suppose that I is a family of local CR invariants of
weight −n− 1 defined on all CR manifolds of CR dimension d ≥ n, and moreover
suppose that Iθ = 0 for any pseudo-Einstein contact form in CR dimension n.
Suppose further that the formal limit
(9.2) I ′ = lim
d→n
1
d− nI
θ
makes sense when restricted to pseudo-Einstein manifolds. The fact that I is CR
invariant implies that ∫
M2d+1
uÎ θ̂ ∧ dθ̂d =
∫
M2d+1
uI θ ∧ dθd
for all closed CR manifolds (M2d+1, T 1,0), all contact forms on (M,T 1,0), and all
(real) densities u of weight n−d; i.e. all equivalence classes u = [u, θ] subject to the
relation [u, θ] = [e(n−d)Υu, eΥθ]. Dividing both sides by d−n, restricting to pseudo-
Einstein contact forms, taking the limit d→ n, and restricting to CR pluriharmonic
functions then implies that I ′ is a local secondary invariant. The restriction to CR
pluriharmonic functions is for symmetry reasons, as two pseudo-Einstein contact
forms θ and θ̂ = eΥθ are necessarily such that Υ ∈ P .
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Unfortunately, none of our nontrivial I ′Φ-curvatures seem to be local secondary
invariants in the sense of Definition 9.1. This observaton arises from two heuristics.
First, the Case–Gover construction [9] of I ′ in CR dimension two arises from
analytic continuation in the dimension after working modulo divergences. Since
working modulo divergences breaks CR invariance, we expect I ′ to only be a local
secondary invariant modulo a divergence. A similar interpretation to the higher-
dimensional I ′Φ-curvatures was given by Marugame [25].
Second, the I ′Φ-curvatures can be realized via analytic continuation without
working modulo divergences, but by starting with variational pseudohermitian
scalar invariants:
Let Φ be an invariant polynomial of degree n and let (M2d+1, T 1,0, θ) be a
pseudohermitian manifold of CR dimension d. Define
cΦ(S) := δ
β1···βn
α1···αnΦ
ν1···νn
µ1···µnSβ1
α1
ν1
µ1 · · ·Sβnαnνnµn ,
XΦα := i(SΦ)αβµνVβµν −
1
dn
∇αcΦ(S),
IΦ := − 2
n
UαβPβα + (d− n)
[
1
dn(2n− d) (∆bcΦ(S)− 2nPcΦ(S))
+ (T Φ)αβµ1ν1µ2ν2 ((n− 1)Vβµ1ν1V αν2µ2 − Sβαν1µ1Uν2µ2)
]
,
where
(SΦ)αβµν := δββ2···βnαα2···αnΦνν2···νnµµ2···µnSβ2α2ν2µ2 · · ·Sβnαnνnµn ,
(T Φ)αβµ1ν1µ2ν2 := δββ3···βnαα3···αnΦν1···νnµ1···µnSβ3α3ν3µ3 · · ·Sβnαnνnµn ,
Uαβ := δββ1···βnαα1···αnΦν1···νnµ1···µnSβ1α1ν1µ1 · · ·Sβnαnνnµn −
d− n
d
δβαcΦ(S).
Note that when d = n, each of cΦ(S), X
Φ
α , (SΦ)αβµν , and (T Φ)αβµ1ν1µ2ν2 recovers
our original definitions given in the introduction. Moreover, note that Uαβ is trace-
free for all d and that Uαβ = 0 when d = n. These observations imply that
UαβPβα = 0 on all pseudo-Einstein manifolds. Indeed, by restricting IΦ to pseudo-
Einstein manifolds and formally taking a dimensional limit, we have that
(9.3) lim
d→n
1
d− nIΦ = I
′
Φ;
that is, the I ′Φ-curvature can be interpreted as the secondary invariant associated
to IΦ via analytic continuation in the dimension, analogous to the heuristic inter-
pretation of the Q′-curvature [10, 18].
One nice property of IΦ is that it is a variational pseudo-Einstein invariant.
More precisely, using the identity
(9.4) ∇βUαβ = n(d− n)XΦα ,
it is straightforward to compute that
(9.5) e(n+1)ΥÎΦ = IΦ − 2
n
Re∇γ (UγβΥβ)
for all pseudohermitian manifolds (M2d+1, T 1,0, θ) and all θ̂ := eΥθ, Υ ∈ C∞(M).
It follows that
(9.6)
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
∫
M
(IΦ)θt θt ∧ dθdt = (d− n)
∫
M
IΦΥ θ ∧ dθd
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for all one-parameter families θt = e
tΥθ of contact forms on (M2d+1, T 1,0).
Together with the realization of I ′Φ as the limit of Equation (9.3), the previous
paragraph suggests that the I ′Φ-curvature should be variational in the space of
pseudo-Einstein contact forms. More precisely, we expect that there is a trace-free
Hermitian tensor ωαβ¯ such that e
(n−1)Υω̂αβ¯ = ωαβ¯ and
(9.7) e(n+1)ΥÎ ′Φ = I ′Φ + 2Re∇γ
(
ωγ
βΥβ
)
for all pseudo-Einstein contact forms θ and θ̂ = eΥθ on (M2n+1, T 1,0). By Equa-
tion (9.3), one may formally think of ωαβ¯ as the limit of
1
d−nUαβ¯ as d → n. By
Theorem 1.3, the transformation formula of Equation (9.7) is equivalent to asking
that the real (2n− 1)-form
ω := iωαβ¯θ ∧ θα ∧ θβ¯ ∧ dθn−2
is such that
−(n− 1)∂bω = Xαθ ∧ θα ∧ dθn−1,
where ∂bω := i∇γωαβ¯θ∧θγ ∧θα∧θβ¯ ∧dθn−2. This conclusion has an interpretation
in terms of the bigraded Rumin complex [12, 13] which is stronger than the fact,
established in the proof of Theorem 1.4, that [ξΦ] = 0 in H2n(M ;R).
Suppose that the real (2n− 1)-form ω exists. If there is a natural 2n-form
ζ := ζαθ ∧ θα ∧ dθn−1
such that
ζ̂ = ζ + ∂bΥ ∧ ω
for all pseudo-Einstein contact forms θ and θ̂ = eΥθ, then I ′Φ − 2(n− 1)Re∇γζγ is
a local secondary invariant in the sense of Conjecture 1.1. We do not expect that
ω and ζ, if they exist, are natural. Instead, we hope that they can be canonically
defined in terms of a pseudo-Einstein contact form.
The previous two paragraphs are pure speculation, intended to suggest a path
towards better understanding the I ′Φ-curvatures and Conjecture 9.2. We conclude
by proving that the I ′Φ-curvatures are not local secondary invariants, and thus
providing further justification for the speculations above.
Proposition 9.3. Let (M,T 1,0, θ) and Φ be as in Theorem 6.3. Then I ′Φ is not a
local secondary invariant in the sense of Definition 9.1.
Proof. Note that, since XΦα is a CR invariant, it suffices to find a CR manifold
(M2n+1, T 1,0) which admits a pseudo-Einstein contact form and also admits func-
tions u, v ∈ P such that ∫ uReXΦα vα 6= 0. We accomplish this by computing
D :=
dn
dtn
∣∣∣∣
t=0
∫
S2n+1
uRe(Xt)Φαu
α θt ∧ dθt,
where (S2n+1, T 1,0, θt) is as in Theorem 6.3 and u = 2Rew. Note that u is a
CR pluriharmonic function on S2n+1. A straightforward computation using Equa-
tion (6.19) yields
1
(n!)2
D = −3(n+ 1)
2n
(
n+ 1
n+ 2
)n
p(ς)
∫
S2n+1
c2nu2 θ ∧ dθn 6= 0.
Hence I ′Φ is not a local secondary invariant for any nonzero t sufficiently close to
zero. 
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